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The paper gives a complete description of the discrete part of the Hmwitz 
and Markoff spectra for the field C&(1 1’/3). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q, = Q(Ns) be an imaginary quadratic number field of discriminant 
D -=z 0, and let ZD be the maximal order in Q, . 
For a complex number .$ E @\QD the approximation constant c&) is 
defined by 
CD@3 = lim w(l 4 I I st - P IF, 
where the lim sup is taken over all (p, q) E HD x (Z,\(O)). The Hurwitz 
spectrum or approximation spectrum is given by 
and the Hurwitz constant cD is the smallest element in H, . 
It was shown by Hofreiter [2] that when Z, has class number one, that is, 
in the cases 
D = -3, -4, -7, -8, -11, -19, -43, -67, -163, 
then the Hurwitz constant is major&d as follows 
(1.1) 
CD < / ‘, I”‘, (1 *a 
where A is the relative discriminant of smallest absolute value for quadratic 
extension fields of QD . 
It follows by results of Ford, Perron, and Hofreiter that equality holds in 
(1.2) for D = -3, -4, -7, -8 (cf. [4, 51 for a review of these results and 
further information on the approximation spectra). 
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On the other hand (1.2) holds with strict inequality for D = - 11 as shown 
by Descombes and Poitou [I J and for D = -19, -43 as shown by Poitou 
[3]. In particular (1.2) specializes into 
c-11 < 5114 = 1.4953 .**, (1.3) 
while in fact 
C.-l1 = 3(59 = 1.1180 ‘** 
by the result of Descombes and Poitou. 
(Very recently Vulakh [6] showed that the smallest limit point c of H-,, 
satisfies the inequality c < 1.5.) 
As already announced by the author in [S] the part of the Hurwitz spectrum 
H-r, below its smallest limit point 
c= i 
1, 588, 626 + 30, 690(1085)1/2 1/Z 
= ... 1, 205, 821 ) 1 4682 (1.4) 
can be determined by a combination of the methods of the two articles [4, 51. 
We shall present this result and a corresponding result for the Markoff 
spectrum in detail in Section 3 after having established the necessary technique 
concerning regular chains in Section 2. 
Notice that even c < 51/4 by (1.3), (1.4), so that the bound 51/4 given by 
Hofreiter lies rather high in the Hurwitz spectrum &,, . 
Apart from the case D = -11 dealt with in this article only the Gaussian 
case D = -4 has obtained a similar treatment (see [5]). However similar 
approaches are possible also for D = -3, -7, -8, and probably also 
for D = -19. 
2. REGULAR CHAINS IN Q(i(l1"")) 
2.1. Farey Matrices 
In the imaginary quadratic number field Q, we let 
when D = 0 (mod 4) 
when D E 1 (mod 4), 
(2.1) 
so that the maximal order is ZD = Z + Zw. For any element x = a + 
bw E &PO with a, b E Q we let Z = a + b& be its (algebraic and complex) 
conjugate, and we let 
N(u + bo) = (a + bw)(a + bG) i= 1 a + bw j2 
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be its norm. Thus 





when D E 1 (mod 4). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A 2 x 6 matrix 
(2.3) 
is called a Farey matrix in QD , ifp,,qjEZ,forl <j<6,and 
I Pdi+1 - Pj+1% I = 1, I PSlj+Z - Pj+29j I = 31J2, 
I Pj9i+3 - Pi+34j I = 2 
(2.4) 
for all j, where indices are taken modulo 6. 
Two 2 x 6 Farey matrices in QD are called associated if one is obtained 
from the other by a cyclic permutation of the columns together with a 
multiplication of each column by a unit in ZD . 
The nprm of a Farey matrix is defined as 
N=N,=iN,, where Nj = N(qj). 
1 
It follows by (2.2) that ZD contains numbers of absohtte value 3112 onIy 
for D = - 3, -8, - 11, hence 2 x 6 Farey matrices can occur only for 
these values of D. In fact they do occur in all three cases as described in the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Any 2 x 6 Farey matrix in Q, is associated with a 2 x 6 
Farey matrix of the form 
where 
a b 1 
( >( 
0 7~~ r* V~ rra 
c d 0 1 ~3 ~4 ~5 1 ps ’ 
a b 
( 1 c d 
is a unimodular matrix over ZD , and where 
( 773 55-4 r5 =6 P3 P4 P5 Pa ) 
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( I+6 1 1+w 2 1+cl, 2 lfw 1 ) ’ when D = -3, -8, 
( 1 w  2 0 1 CT, 2 63 1’ when D = -11. 
Proof. This is obtained analogously to Theorem 1 of [4]. 
LEMMA 2.2. In a 2 x 6 Farey matrix (2.3) the following norm relations 
hold for Nj = N(qj): 
NI + N4 = N, + Ns = N3 + Ns, (2.6) 
NI + Ns + Xi = Ns + Np + N,, . (2.7) 
Proof. When N, = 0 for some j, the result follows at once by (2.4). 
When Nj > 0 for all j, the hexagon in the complex plane with vertices pj/qj 
is inscribable in a circle by Lemma 2.1, and hence the result follows by simple 
trigonometry (cf. the proof of Theorem 2 of [4]). 
2.2. Farey Hexagons 
DEFINITION 2.2. A Farey hexagon FH(p,/q, ,...,ps/qs) in QD (for 
D = -3, -8, - 11) is the convex hull of six pointspj/qi , qi # 0, 1 < j d 6, 
such that the corresponding matrix (2.3) is a Farey matrix in Q, . The norm 
N = N(FH) is defined by (2.5). 
As already noticed in the proof of Lemma 2.2 every Farey hexagon (FH) 
is inscribable in a circle. 
It is easily shown that each FH can be subdivided into 6 FT’s in case 
D = -3, and into 3 FQ’s and 4 FT’s in case D = -8 (cf. [4] for the 
necessary information on Farey triangles (FT’s) and Farey quadrangles 
(FQ’s)). 
In the sequel we consider therefore only the case D = -11, which is the 
really interesting one as far as Farey hexagons are concerned. It is a basic 
observation that the fundamental parallelogram for i& spanned by 1 and 
w  can be subdivided into FT’s and FH’s as shown in Fig. 1, and hence that 
the whole complex plane can be subdivided into FT’s and FH’s. 
By combining the subdivision of Fig. 1 with Lemma 2.1 we obtain the 
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LEMMA 2.3. Every Farey hexagon in CLll is uniquely subdivisible into 
4 FT’s and 3 FH’s (see Fig. 2). Every Farey triangle in CLll is uniquely sub- 
divisible into 3 FT’s and 4 FH’s (see Fig. 3). All vertices of these subdivisions 
lie inside the circumscribed circle of the FT or FH to be subdivided. 
Finally we shall mention that these subdivisions are governed by a number 
of Iinear norm relations all of which are of the form (2.6) or (2.7) for some 
Farey hexagon in the subdivision, together with the following nonlinear 
norm relations: 
NT’ = NH + +(I 11’2)(Nx2 - 4N,!9”, (2.8) 
NH’ = 2Nr + 6(111’2)(NT2 - 2N$9l”. (2.9) 
In these formulas we have used the notation 
NT = i Nj 3 N$@ = i Nj2, NH = i Nj , N$) = 5 N;, 
1 1 1 1 
with reference to the given FT or FH to be subdivided. NT’ denotes the norm 
of the central Farey triangle in the subdivision of FH (see Fig. 2), while 
NH’ denotes the norm of the central Farey hexagon in the subdivision of 
FT (see Fig. 3). 
Both nonlinear norm relations are consequences of the easily established 
angular relations indicated in Figs. 2 and 3. Here u,, denotes the angle with 
0 < u, < n/2, cos 24, = l/(12)1/2. 
It can be shown that the radii Rn and RT of the circumscribed circles of 
FH and FT are given by 
RH = 12”“/(N, - 4Nj.91’2, (2.10) 
RT = 1/(Nr2 - 2N:‘)““. (2.11) 
2.3. Hexagonal Numbers and Hexagonal Forms 
DEFINITION 2.3. A chain of Farey triangles and Farey hexagons in CL,, 
is an infinite sequence 
FP(O), FP(l)J . . . . FP(n, ,..., (2.12) 
where 
(i) each FP(“) is a FT or FH in CL,, , 
(ii) FP(O) is a FT or FH occurring in Fig. 1 or its translates by numbers 
in Z-,, , 
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(iii) FP(n+l) is in the subdivision of FP(“) as described in Lemma 2.3 
for each n E N, . 
If in addition 
(iv) FP(“) is a FH for all n E N, , then the chain (2.12) is called a chain 
of Farey hexagons in Q-,, . 
A chain (2.12) is said to converge to a number 6 E C if 
(v) lim diam FP(“) = 0, 
n+m 
(vi) lii dist(& FP’“)) = 0. 
In this case we also say that f is represented by the chain (2.12). 
If 
(vii) c E FP(“) for all n E N, , 
then the chain (2.12) is said to contain 5. 
LEMMA 2.4. Every .$ E @ is represented by at least one chain (2.12) of 
Farey triangles and Farey hexagons in CL,, . 
Proof. Clearly there exists a chain (2.12) containing 5 so that condition 
(vi) is trivially satisfied. In analogy with Theorem 5 of [4] it can easily be 
shown that even if several such chains should exist, it is possible to choose 
one with N(FP(“)) -+ cc for n --+ co. Condition (v) will then automatically 
be satisfied. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A number 5 E C\Qell is called hexagonal if 5 is repre- 
sented by a chain of Farey hexagons in Q-,, . 
A complex quadratic form f = ((II, /3, y) with (II # 0 and discriminant 
S(f) = /3” - 4ay # 0 is called hexagonal if both roots E, 17 off are hexagonal. 
It can easily be shown that a number 5 E C\Q-rl is hexagonal if and only 
if ,$ is not contained in the interior of any FT in Q&r . 
The importance of these notions will be clear from the following lemma, 
in which equivalence refers to unimodular maps with coefficients from Emn , 
and the minimum p-11 is defined by pell(f) = inf 1 f(x, y)l, where the inIimum 
is taken over the set Z-,, x Z-,,\{(O, 0)). 
LEMMA 2.5. Every number [ E @\CL,, with c-~~(<) < 31j2 is equivalent 
to a number which is hexagonal. 
Every complex quadratic form f with S(f) # 0 and I S(f)1112/p-ll(f) < 
(S/9)(3’/“) is equivalent to a form which is hexagonal. 
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Prooj: Let (2.12) be a chain of FT’s and FH’s representing and con- 
containing [. In case FP(*) = FT(pr’/qr),..., pr)/qp)) it follows by Lemma 5 
of [4] that 
(I q!n) 1 1 q!n)t - p!n) I)-’ > 31’2 3 9 3 for at least one j E { 1, 2, 3). 
Since 4 E C\Q,, and c-&) < 31/2, this shows that FP(“) is a FT for only 
finitely many n E N, . This proves the first part of the lemma. 
For the second part we let E > 0 be given. On replacing f = (ar, j?, 7) 
with an equivalent form we may assume that 
P-n(f) G I a I < P-n(f) + E- (2.13) 
Now 
fk u) = “(X - be - 7)))h (2.14) 
so that 
I 5 - 77 I = I ww”/l 01 I. (2.15) 
Clearly 5,~ E C\Q-,, , and hence in order to establish the hexagonality of 
I, 7, it suffices to show that none of 4,~ do lie in the interior of any FT in 
Q-11. 
Suppose on the contrary that, say, E lies in the interior of FT(p,/q, , 
p21q2 , p2/q2h and write 
cj = (I 4j I I Pi - 5%k1- (2.16) 




____ + ’ 8;y2 I qj I) 
Cj I 4j I 
= I %f)l”” + I a! I 
ci Cj2N(qj) 
< I W)l”” + P-11(f) + E 
Cj ci2N(qj) ’ 




pqg < l-G(f) 3 3 
or equivalently if 
I %fV’” < c, 1 -- 
P-11(f) ’ Cd’(qj) 
for somej E (1, 2, 3). (2.17) 
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In case N(q& 3 3 for all j E (1,2, 3}, it follows by Lemma 5 of 1441 that 
ci 3 31i2 for some jE (1,2, 31, and thus (2.17) is satisfied for such a j, since 
by assumption I s(j>1112/+11(f) -=c (8/9)(3112). 
Otherwise we have (say) N(q,) = 1 and N(q& 3 3, N(q& 3 3, and also 
c2 < 31/2, cS < 31/2 by the preceding argument. However, it is very easy 
to see that (2.17) is then satisfied for j = 1. 
2.4. Regular Chains and Regular Double Chains 
In this section we shall set up an apparatus to take care of hexagonal 
numbers and forms. 
For this purpose we shall introduce a number of sets, matrices, and maps, 
where as usual 
w = $(I + i(lll’“)), N(a + bw) = a2 + ab + 3b2 for a, bE E-8. 
FIGURE 4 
The hexagonal sets &I , g2 , b, are the closed sets indicated directly in Fig. 4, 
while Y is the closed hexagonal set bounded by the haIf lines and circilar 
arcs in Fig. 4 with vertices co, 0, l/61, w/2,2/&, w. Notice that the underlying 
figure is part of Fig. 1, and that all angles in f, &I , rZ2, b, are zero, 
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The matrices El , E, , E3, S are defined as 
For any invertible 2, x 2 matrix M, the corresponding homographic 
map is denoted m; thus the maps el , e2 , e, , s correspond in this fashion to 
the matrices above. Also we use I for the identity matrix, while id denotes 
the identity map of the extended complex plane. Finally the maps K, CT, T 
are given by 
K(Z) = W - Z, 
ot - 2 
dz> = 22 , 
where Z is the complex conjugate of z. 
Notice that s is the non-Euclidean rotation to an angle 2~13 around the 
point 
(3/l)‘/” + (w/2)(1 - l/(33)19, 
when restricted to the half plane 
made into a non-Euclidean plane in the Poincare model. 
Notice also that K is the Euclidean half-rotation around w/2, and that u 
is the inversion with center w/2 and product ). 
We collect in the following lemma a number of fundamental relations for 
the matrices, maps, and sets introduced above. Here and further on the index 












s3 = r, 
Ej.+, = SEjS-Ip 




=l -’ = K 0 el 0 K, e3 -’ = K 0 e3 0 K, e;’ = K 0 e3 0 K, 
e, = u 0 e, 0 u, e3 = u 0 e, 0 u, e, = u 0 e, 0 0, 
,,l = q- 0 0 3 ej 7, 
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6) gj = 4-O 
(xi) bi+l = s(&J, s(j) = 4, 
(xii) ~(8~) = 6, , ~(8~) = g3, ~(8~) = 8, , u($) = 9. 
ProoJ: Clear. 
For each matrix 
M, = TOTI ‘a. T, with T, E {El, E, , Es} for 0 < u < n, 
we define the (hexagonal) Farey set F(M,) = m,(9). By Lemma 2.6 we have 
F(Z) = 9, F(E,) = bj . In case Mnfl = M,Ej we have 
FW,+d = h 0 eJ(Y) = mll(Sj) C m,(Y) = F(M,). 
In Fig. 5 the dissection of the Farey set m,(N) is shown. The vertices in 
m,(9) are indicated in an obvious way. 
FIGURE 5 
DEFINITION 2.5. A regular chain is an infinite product 
TOTI -.a T,, ..-, (2.18) 
where 
Tn~&,-h,Es> for all n E N, , 
and with the restriction that (2.18) is not periodic (from any term on) with 
periodE~~,wherej#kandj,k~(1,2,3}. 
In connection with a regular chain (2.18) we use the notation 
(2.19) 
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and we associate a chain of Farey sets 
F, = F(M,). 
Also we denote by 3’ the set of hexagonal numbers also lying in 9. 
THEOREM 2.1. For any regular chain (2.18) we haue 
and 
where tj B 8’. Further 
2-i pp/qp = ( for k = 1, 2 ,..., 6. 
ProoJ This is obtained analogously to Theorem 2.1 of [S]. 
In connection with Theorem 2.1 we introduce some further notation 
First we say that the chain (2.18) represents t or converges to 5, and we 
write 
5 = [TOT1 ..a T, ..-I. 
Also we notice that T,,T,,, *.* is a regular chain, and we put 
which we call the n’th complete quotient of (2.18). 
It follows that 
t, = tn(&+l) for all n E No . 
THEOREM 2.2. For any [ E &’ there is precisely one reguIar chain (2.18) 
representing t. 
Proof. The existence is a simple consequence of the definition of S’, and 
the uniqueness is clear from Theorem 2.1 and Fig. 5. 
The unique regular chain representing [ E S’ is denoted ch 6. The numbers 
Pk IqnE 9 W) P) 0 < n -=c co, 1 < k ,( 6, related to ch [ by (2.19) are called the 
convergents of [. 
As an immediate consequence of the first part of Lemma 2.5 we have 
THEOREM 2.3. Every number 6 E C\Q-ll with c-,,(& < 3112 is equivalent 
to a number in X’. 
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The following theorems are analogous to those of Chapters 2 and 3 of 
[5], and we therefore leave out the proofs. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 4 E &’ have the regular chain ch 5 = TOTI a*. T, .... 
Then the approximation constant cdI1(f) is given by 
CL,,(() = lim sup(j qp’ 1 / qj$f - pp’ 1)-l, 
the lim sup being taken over all (n, k) E N, x (1, 2,..., 6). 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose 5 E &’ is represented by a purely periodic regular 
chain 
.$ = [TOT, ..a Th;]. 
Then 
C-l&) = I 6 IVP, 
where 6 and p are determined by 
fdx, y) = cx2 + (d - a) xy - by2, 
6 = (d - a)” + 4bc, 
p = min IJ&(p”’ q”‘)I kr k 3 
the minimum being taken over all 
(4 k> E (0, I,..., h - l} x (1, 2 ,..., 6). 
THEOREM 2.6. A number f E .z? has a periodic regular chain if and only if 
5 is quadratic over QeII . 
THEOREM 2.7. A number 5 E &’ has a purely periodic regular chain if and 
only if f is quadratic over &I1 with conjugate f’ E T(&!) = K(S?). 
then 
ch ~(8’) = ThpI ... TIT0 . 




such that both TOTI a*. T, 0.. and T-,T-, *a* T-, .** are regular chains. 
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DEFINITION 2.7. A quadratic form @ with roots 14 and 7 is called reduced 
if[ESand~E+Q. 
To each reduced form @,with roots e,, E 2, r], E +I?) we associate a regular 
double chain (2.20) by putting 
ch &, = T,T, . . . . ch &,) = T-,T-, *.*. (2.21) 
Thereby we associate to @,, a double chain of forms 
“.) Q-2, Q-1 ) c&J) @I ) CD,, *** (2.22) 
by the recursion formula 
@ w-l = 0, o c , (2.23) 
where Fn is the linear map associated with T, . 
It follows by Lemma 2.6(ix) that @, has roots t, , vn with 
ch I, = T,T,,, se., ch +,J = T,+, T,-, .a. . (2.24) 
Consequently each @a in (2.22) is reduced. 
As an easy consequence of the second part of Lemma 2.5 we have 
THEOREM 2.8. Every complex quadratic form f with S(f) # 0 and 
I WW4f) < WW’3 is equivalent to a form Q, which is reduced 
or the conjugate of which is reduced. 
For any regular double chain (2.20) with t,, qa given by (2.24) we define 
K = W7Tn> = 5; {I En - qn I, I 5,’ - 11;’ I9 
3-112 I@& - 1)-l - (ti7jn - 1)-l I, 
8 l(25, - u>-* - (277n - WI-l I9 
3-l/2 I(G(, - 2)-l - (Gqn - 2)-l 1, 
l(5, - w1-l - (%z - w>-l I>. 
Also we define a congruence relation in the set of regular double chains 
by putting 
IllT, = flu,, 
if 
u, = @o(n)) for all IZ E Z, 
where p: Z -+ Z is of one of the forms (with a fixed h EZ), 
p:n++n+h or p:n++--n+h, 
and v is any permutation of {El , E2, ES}. 
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It is easily shown that 
IIT,, = IIU,, * K(IIT,) = K(IIU,). (2.25) 
The following theorem is analogous to that of Theorem 6.3 of [5], and we 
therefore leave out the proof. 
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose that Qi, is a reduced form with discriminant 6 
and minimum t.~ = t~-~~(@~), and that ITT, is the regular double chain asso- 
ciated to Q. . Then 
(A) I 6 V2/p 3 K(UT,). 
(B) If, in addition, @,, is proportional to an integral form, then 
j 6 1112/p = K(ITT,J. 
In this case the double chain (@,J associated to QO is periodic, and 
P = Ti; {I @P,(x, Y)ll(X, Y> = (1, 01, (0, l>l, (1, f-3, (0, 21, (2, 4, (w, IN, 
where it sufices to extend the minimum over a period. 
3. THE MARKOFF AND HURWITZ SPECTRA IN C.I(i(l11~2)) 
3.1. Regular Double Chains lIT, with K < c = 1.4682 *a* 
Throughout this section we deduce restrictions on a regular double chain 
I7r, in order to satisfy the condition K < c, by the following two arguments: 
(1) Let t, , r),, be given by (2.24), then by Theorem 2.1, 
5, = iTnTn+, ea.1 EW’J’,+I .a* Tn+d 
T(~J = [T,-1T,-2 ..*I E: F(T,-1T,-2 ..a Tn-rc), 
for all h, k E N . However, since 
I 5, - qn I < K < c, 
we must have 
d(W,J,+l a-* Tn+d dWn-lTn--2 **- Tn-3)) G c 
for all h, k E N ; here d denotes the Euclidean distance between the two 
sets involved. 
(2) If by argument (l), we have excluded a product U,,-, *a- 
un-,un un,, .-* iY,,,-, from appearing as a subproduct in ITT,, , then by 
6+1/10/z-3 
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(2.24) any product congruent to it, i.e., obtained by applying a permutation 
r of {,I&, E, , E,), and possibly a reversion, is also excluded as a subproduct 
of l7T,, . 
We shall refer to an application of argument (2) by the phrase: “using 
congruence....” 
The proof of the following lemmas involves a number of computations 
of distances between one Farey set and the image under 7 of another Farey 
set. All these computations have been confumed by the aid of an electronic 
computer. 
LEMMA 3.1. A regular double chain IIT,, with K < c does not contain, 
module congruence, the subproduct 
&%&% - 
Proof: d(F(E,E,E,E,), 7(F(I))) > c. 
LEMMA 3.2. A regular double chain lIT, with K < c does not contain, 
modulo congruence, the subproduct 
&W&W, - 
ProoJ d(F(E,E,E,), v-(F(E,E,E,))) > c. 
LEMMA 3.3. A regular double chain IIT, with K < c does not contain, 
module congruence, the subproduct 
&J&A . 
ProoJ Using congruence, Lemma 3.1, and the inequalities 
4%%W&J, dFW> = t > c, 
d(r;(E,E,E,E,)\FE2E~2E~), +V-W > c, 
we deduce that E,EsE2 can occur only in the following context 
YYEEEEEXX 211282112' (*) 
Here XI = El or Y, = El is excluded by 
W’UW&&&.h +‘(E3N > B > c. 
Since EeElE2 can occur only in the context E,E,E,E,E, by (*), and 
4F(E,&W$&), +‘WN > G 
we can exclude also XI = E, or YI = E2 . 
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The only possibility remaining is therefore A’, = YI = E3 , in which case 
X, # E1 and Y, # E1 by Lemma 3.2. However 
4%%E,E&&,&~~ VbWa Yz)>) > c 
in case X, , Y, E (E, , E,}. Thus XI = E, or Y, = E, is likewise excluded. 
LEMMA 3.4. A regular double chain ITT, with K < c does not contain, 
module congruence, the subproduct 
Proof. Suppose that E1E2E3E1 occurs in IIT, in the context Y,Y,Y, 
E,E,E,E,X, . Since 
and 
for Yz = E, , Y,Y, = EZE, , Y,Y, = E2E2, we conclude by Lemma 3.3 
that XI # E1, and using congruence that also Y, # E1 . By Lemma 3.3 
only XI = Es and YI = E3 are possible. Continuing by the same argument 
we therefore conclude that 
where the double arrow indicates periodicity in both directions. However, 
this is also impossible, since K = 51/4 > c. 
LEMMA 3.5. A regular double chain TrT, with K < c does not contairi, 
mod&lo congruence, the subproduct 
Proof. Suppose that E,E2Es occurs in IIT,, . By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 
it must occur in the following context 
Since 
-*a YYEEEEEXX -a-. 211123312 
we conclude by Lemma 3.3 that only XI = E, is possible, and hence using 
congruence that also Y, = Ez . By Lemma 3.3 and the result just obtained 
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we deduce by using congruence that either X2 = E2 or X,X,X, = E,E,Ez 
and either Yz = E, or Y,Y,Y, = E3E3E2 . However, in all four cases we have 
LEMMA 3.6. In a regular double chain 17T, with K < c the following 
condition holds, 
‘dn: T,, = T,,, or T,-, = T, . 
Proof. The result follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5. 
LEMMA 3.7. A regular double chain IlT,, with K 6 c does not contain, 
modulo congruence, the subproduct 
E,E,E,E,E, . 
Proof. Suppose that E,E,E,E,E, occurs in lIT,, in the context 
.*. YzYIEzE,E&EsX,X, .*a. 
for Y, = E1 , Y3 = Es , YsY4 = E,E, , we conclude by Lemma 3.6 that 
YI # E1 , and hence that YI = Y, = Es . Since 
for XI = X2 E {El , E,} and Ys = Y4 E {E1 , E,} or Y3 = Es , we conclude 
by Lemma 3.6 that also X, = E, . By this result and Lemma 3.6 we deduce 
by using congruence that Y, = Y, . However 
for all combinations of X2 = X, E {E1 , E,) or X2 = E3 and Y3 = Y, E 
(El, E, , EJ. By Lemma 3.6 this ends the proof of Lemma 3.7. 
For brevity we call T,T,+I a doubleton in IIT, when 
Tn-, Z Tn = Tn.+1 # T,+z . 
Clearly everything proved so far can then be collected in the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.8. A regular double chain ITT,, with K < c is either congruent 
to z or is a product of doubletons. 
LEMMA 3.9. A regular double chain IIT, with K < c does not contain, 
module congruence, the subproduct 
E12E,2E,2E 2 1' 
Proof. The result follows by Lemma 3.8 since 
d(F(EzE32E12X~2), T(F(E,E,~ Y12))) > c 
for xl , Yl E {E,, E3). 
LEMMA 3.10. A regular double chain nT, with K < c does not contain, 
modulo congruence, the subproduct 
E12(EcE32)2 E?. 
Proof. The result follows by Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9, since 
d(F(E&a2E22Es2E,2), T(F(E~E~“&“E~~))) > c, 
d(F(E2E,2E22E32E12), T(F(E~E~“E~~E~~E~“))) > c. 
LEMMA 3.11. A regular double chain IIT, with K < c does not contain, 
modulo congruence, the subproduct 
E12(E22E32)3. 
Proof Suppose that E12(E22E32)3 occurs in nT, in the context 
. . * Y22 Y12E12(E,2E3”)3 X12Xz2 . - ., 
By Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 we must have Y, = E2 and either Y, = E1 or 
(Y, , Y,) = (E, , E,). However Y2 = E1 is excluded by 
d(F(E2E32(E22E32)2, T(F(E~E~~E~~E~“))) > c. 
Consequently (Y, , Y, , Y,) = (E, , E3, E,), and hence by Lemmas 3.8, 
3.9 either (Y, , Y,) = (E1 , E2) or Y, = E, . Here (Y, , Y,> = (E1 , E2) is 
excluded by 
d(F(E2E3”(E2”E,“)“), T(F(E~E~“E~~E~“E~“E~~E~~))) > c, 
and hence altogether ( YI , Y, , Y, , Y,) = (E, , E, , E, , E3). 
Also by Lemmas 3.8,3.9 either (X, , X2) = (El, E3) or XI = E, . However 
the remaining possibilities are all excluded by 
d(F(E2E32(E22E32>2 E12E33, T(F(E,E,~(E~~E~~)~))) > c, 
4W,(E,2&2)3, ~(FtE2E12(E22(E,2)2>>)  c. 
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LEMMA 3.12. A regular double chain 17T, with K < c does not contain, 
module congurence, the subproduct 
E12Ea2E12(E22ES2)2. 
Proof, Suppose that E12E22E12(E22E32)2 occurs in L!T,, in the context 
*a* Y22Y12E12E22E12(E~E32)2 X12XS2 --.. 
By Lemmas 3.8-3.11 we must have (X, , X2 , XJ = (E, , ,E1 , E2) and either 
Y, = E, or (Y1 , Y,) = (ES , El). However these possibilities are excluded by 
4W&(Ea2&2~2 K2G2>, ~W%(E,2E,2)2N) > c, 
d(F(E2(Es2E22)2 E12E22), T(F(E~E~“E~“E~“ES”E,~))) > c. 
Everything obtained so far is now collected in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.13. A regular double chain IlT, with K < c K < c is either 
congruent to x or congruent to 
-** E22U~,2E,2U02E22U12E,Z s-e, (3.1) 
where 
Uk E (El , ES] for aN k E Z. 
Furthermore, unless L!T,, = xa, each of the combinations 
Uk = Uk,, = Uk4.2 f (3.2) 
U k-l = uk i: uk,, = uk+2 9 (3.3) 
are excluded for all k E B. 
Proof In case IIT,, contains at most two different Ej’s Lemma 3.8 yields 
at once that either 
L!T,, = z or ITT,, rm. 
In case IIT,, contains both El , E2 , ES we may assume by using congruence 
that ITT, contains E12Ez2ES3, say in the context 
-a- Yz~Y,BE12E22E32X,2X 2 .a- 2 * 
It follows at once by Lemmas 3.8-3.11 that either 
WI, X2) = W2, El) or (x,,x2,~3,x,)=(~2’,,Ea,E2,E,). 
By repeating this argument indefinitely in both directions it follows that 
l7T,, is congruent to a regular double chain having the shape (3.1). 
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The exclusion of (3.2), (3.3) follow at once from Lemmas 3.11, 3.12. 
We consider a regular double chain (3.1) not congruent to E!?. Since 
U, = I&) with@) E (1, 31, the sequence (~(k))~~r has the form 
wherej, means I occurrences ofj. By Lemma 3.13 the sequence (rJ is a two- 
way infinite sequence of numbers 1 and 2, however not containing the string 
2, 2. The sequence (rJ will be called the Signature of (3.1). 
LEMMA 3.14. The signature of a regular double chain (3.1) with K < c 
does not contain the string 
2, I,, ,a lk 
fork > 2nandnEN. 
Proof. The result follows from 
d(F(E2E~aE~E,2(E~aE~=E~2~~2)nE,2E,2~), 
T(F(E~(E~“E~“E~~E~~)~(E~~E~~)~ E&?2”E12E2~))) > c, 
valid for all n E N. 
LEMMA 3.15. The signature of a regular double chain (3.2) with K < c 
does not contain any of the strings 
lk ,2, 12n--1 ,2 or 2, L-1 , 2, lk: 
fork32nandnEiV. 
Proof. Using congruence the result follows from 
d(F(E2E3”E2=E9”(E2”E12E,eE,3” E2=Es”E2”E1”E2=E,=E2”), 
T(F(E~(E~“E~“E~“E~)” EIaE,2 Y12 Yz2 -a-))) > c 
for (Y, ,..., Y,> = 6% 3 Ez , E, > 4 , EI , Es), U-1 ,..., Y,) = 6% , E, , E, , Ez , 
E1 , E’, , E, , EJ, (Y, ,..., Y4) = (ES , E, , E1 , E,), and valid for all n E N. 
THEOREM 3.1. (A) A regular double chain with K < c is congruent to 






E22E3a(E22E32E22E12)n, n E N, . (3.7) 
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K(Z) = &(5’/3 = 1.1180 ‘a- < c, (3.8) 
K(m) = (1085/509)1/2 = 1.4600 a.. < c, (3.9) 
K, = K(mE22ES2m) = c, (3.10) 
< l 
K, = K(E2”E3”(E2”E3”E2”E12)~) 
( dn2 - 4 1 
112 = 
an2 + anbn + 3ba2 < ‘* (3.11) 
The sequences (a,), (b,), (d,,) in (3.11) all satisfy the recursion relation 
X n+2 = 33x,+1 - %I for nENO, (3.12) 
and are given for n = 0 and 1 by 
a, = 4, b, = 0, do = 6 and a, = 133, b, = -5, dl = 192. (3.13) 
The sequence (K&N, is strictly increasing, and 
lim K, = Km = c. n+;o (3.14) 
ProojI To prove part (A) we consider a regular double chain with K < c 
which is incongruent to Eyor Ex. By Lemma 3.13 the regular double chain 
is congruent to one of the form (3.1) with signature (rl). We distinguish 
between three cases according to the number of occurrences of the number 2 
in (rJ. 
Case 1. If rz = 1 for all I E Z, then the regular double chain is congruent 
to (3.5). 
Case 2. If rl = 1 for all 1 E a\(&,}, rl, = 2, then the regular double chain 
is congruent to (3.6). 
Case 3. If rz = 2 for at least two different values of I, then (rJ contains 
a string of l’s of minimal length (> 1). This minimal length cannot be even 
by Lemma 3.14, hence must be odd, say equal to 2n - 1 with n E N. By 
Lemma 3.15 we must have (rJ = 2x . However this shows that the 
regular double chain is congruent to (3.7) with n E N. The special case 
- 
ES2ES2 is included in (3.7) for n = 0. 
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The computations in part (B) is performed by the definition of K together 
with Theorem 2.9B. Thus it follows that 
K, = I [E2ES2E22E,zES2E~] - ~([E2E1”E2”&1)l, 
, , 
K, = / [E2E,2(E22E,2E22E12)nE2] - T([E~(E~“E~~E~“E~“)“E~~E~~)/. 
In particular the recursion relation (3.12) for the sequences (a,), (b,), 
(&) arises from the fact that the sequence of matrices (W,), where 
W, = E2E3”(E22E3”E22E:)nE2, ~~%I, (3.15) 
satisfies also (3.12), together with the relations 
3.2. The Main Theorem on the MarkoJSpectrum 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f = (CX, /3, y) b e a complex binary quadratic form with 
discriminant S(f) # 0. 
(4 If 
h(f) = I ~(fV’“/P-II(f) G c, (3.16) 
then f is equivalent to a multiple of one of the forms f *, f **, fn , .f, or their 
conjugates, where (cf Theorem 2.5) 
f * = & = (2, -1 - 2w, 2 - w), 
f ** = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ = (23 - w, -25 - 20~0, -20 + 15w), 
1 
f4 = lim-f,. 
n*m a, 
The forms fn are given recursively by 
fn+2 = 33f,,l - fn for nEN,, 
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f. = (4, -4 - 4w, -4 + 3w), 
fi = (133 - 5w, -144 - 116w, -116 + 870). 
(B) Conversely (3.16) holds for all the forms mentioned in (A); spectjically 
P-df) = If(L Wlforf =f*,f**,fn ,fm, andso 
X(f *> = $(51/2) < c, 
A(f**) = (1085/509)1/2 < c, 
A&,) = $i X(fn) = c. 
Proof. The result follows from Theorems 2.8, 2.9, and 3.1. 
3.3. The Main Theorem on the Hurwitz Spectrum 
THEOREM 3.3. Let [ E C\Q(i(l 1112)). 
(A) If 
c-11@ < c, (3.17) 
then 5 is equivalent to a root of one of the forms f *, f **, fn , n E N, , or their 
complex conjugates. 
(B) Conversely (3.17) holds for all the numbers 5 mentioned in (A), in 
fact c-11(5) has the same value as the corresponding h(f) in Theorem 3.2B. 
(C) There are 2no dyerent equivalence classes of complex numbers E 
such that c-&) = c. 
Proof: To prove part (A) we notice that by Theorem 2.3 we may as well 
assume that 5 E &‘, and hence by Theorem 2.2 that 4 has a unique regular 
chain 
ch 6 = TOTI ... T,, .“. 
By Theorem 2.4 we have therefore 
cvll(.$) = lim sup cp’, 
where 
cp = (I q?’ / 1 qf’.$ - p?’ I)-‘. 
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Using (2.19) we find the following expressions for cp’ in terms of Sn+r and 
5 n+l , where 
~2’ = 3-1/2 I(c&$,+~ - 1)-l - (d&+1 - I)-’ i, 
cp = h I(%%,, - u1-l - (%-,,I - w)-’ I, 
cy = 3--1/z /(G.$,+1 - 2)-l - (s<,+1 - 2)-l 1, 
cli”’ = I((n+l - co)-1 - ({,,I - co)-1 1. 
Also by Lemma 2.6(ix) we have 
and consequently 
5 n+l = tTn+lTn+z -1 E Wn+1Tn+2 .*. Tn+h+d, 
5 nil E dWnTn--1 *a* Tn-d) 
for all II, k E N, (k < n). 
Because of the resemblance between the formulas for 
it is obvious, that the content of Section 3.1 can be modified to yield the result 
stated in part (A). 
The result in part (B) follows immediately by Theorems 2.5 and 3.2B. 
Finally part (C) follows from the observation that c-&) = c for every 
[ E &’ whose regular chain has the form 
ch E = W,+W,,, *.* W,, . . . . 
where W,, is given by (3.15), and (nk) is any sequence of positive integers 
with nx + 00 for k + co. 
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